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you just have to consider some factors such as your vehicle model, height, hitch ball,
and vehicle weight. these were some of the variables that i took into consideration

while i was looking for a full lift for my truck or 4x4, and i will go over these here. the
first thing that i had to consider before choosing a full lift was the height of my truck
or 4x4, which ended up being about a 5-foot 4-inch tall. with a height like this, i was
unable to find the typical hitch mounts that were available for me. i was unable to fit
a full-size lift with my existing pickup, so i needed to choose a full lift for my truck.

the next thing that i needed to consider was the type of lift that i wanted. i went with
a partial crawler lift because i didn't want to have to worry about supporting the

weight of the truck on my trailer, which would have been a bad idea, as i would have
had to have had an extra strong trailer to support a full crawler lift. before purchasing

a full lift, i went over the truck height, which varied between 5-foot 6-inches and
5-foot 8-inches, and i measured the distance between the ground and the edge of the
rear axle of my truck or 4x4, which was about 30-inches. in searching for a lift, i was

pleased to find that this same type of lift was available for a variety of hight. the
longest option was at about 5-feet 7-inches and the shortest was at about 5-feet

4-inches. with a full crawler lift, my heights increased by a half-inch, and that was all i
needed, making my truck or 4x4 about 5-inches taller overall. tachosoft
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